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a) African Air Transport Challenge and Prospects

Challenges

Although aviation in Africa is relatively new compared to other parts of the world,

African carriers could not escape from facing the hard realities of fast and dynamic
changes that are occurring in the air transport industry.

These developments continuously challenge African carriers capability to weather

through the many changes and prevail. However, most African carriers lack the features

of adaptability, a common thread that runs in all successful organization mainly because

the rationale for their establishment was primarily associated with national pride rather
than business success.

Over the years, however, the increased demand for the allocation of huge yet scarce

resources by the State has become burdensome weakening the justification for the

continuation of subsidies as a means of sustaining the existence of national carriers. As

a result governments in Africa as stake holders are lately abandoning subsidy and

moving more towards privatization as a means to maintain the services of their carriers

The rapid move towards globalization in all spheres of the world economy is probably

most pronounced in the air transport industry as evidenced in the aggressive move that is

being made by the big carriers. Close to home, we have been witnessing the strategic
positioning of European carriers in the African market through privatization, code
sharing and other forms of

alliance. Hence, African carriers are not only competing with each other but are also
facing direct and indirect competitions from European mega carriers.

In this new world order of aviation competition is no longer one to one. It could be one

against a set of strong carriers with superior resource power whose network and

distribution systems are synergistically interlinked. This trend, clearly demonstrates that
the days of doing it alone is becoming a thing of the past.

Apart from the brute force of competition, African carriers are pressed to cope with

aviation regulatory changes such as environment, security and safety issues that require

constant changes in the deployment of aircraft involving high financial investment,

parallel to this, the travelling public has also become highly sophisticated in terms of its
demand for high quality services. All these demands, at times highly exceed the means
available at the disposal of most African carriers.

Although the global trend is fast moving towards liberalization and deregulation of air

transport, the aviation scene within Africa appears to be in the reverse mode creating

more barriers on the movement of people and goods within the continent. Contrary to

the objectives of the Yamoussoukro Declaration measures are being taken by some

African states to limit frequencies and curtail the existing fifth freedom traffic right.
Sadly enough by comparison, non-African carriers are in fact gaining better access to the
African market.



In the face of very limited point-to-point traffic movement within Africa, the support of

fifth freedom traffic carriage is most crucial in ensuring the sustainability of any service.

In addition to the restriction on the 5th freedom traffic carriage and increase in frequency,
the following are also major problems that African carriers face in connection with their

operation:

■ Tendency to demand prohibitive royalty payments for passenger as well

as cargo operations.

■ ■-■"■Lack of common policy in the conclusion of avoidance of Double

Taxation Agreement.

1 Reluctance in formulating a common policy aimed at protecting African

airlines interest in the face of increased pressure from non-African

carriers to control the African market.

'■'■■' ■ Management instability in most airlines.

1 Excessive delay in currency remittance due to lengthy and cumbersome

approval process in some African states.

- ■ Due to lack of collective effort, Africa has also failed to establish a

' common policy that could safeguard the interest of African carriers from

unfair competition through the dumping of excess capacity and

introduction of very low fares/rates by non-African carriers.

■ It has become even more apparent now that African carriers should

formulate a common position on the international air transport policy in

order not to fall victim of the aggressive move that is being made by the

U.S.A. to prescribe the Open Skies Policy as the world aviation policy.

■ Due to lack of strong African approach with regard to the Open Skies

Policy, African carriers are being compelled to unilaterally accept third

■-■■■■• party code sharing involving American and European carriers. This trend

is expected to accelerate in the years to come posing a serious threat to

the survival of African carriers.

Prospects

Although sporadic conflicts among nations and internal conflicts occur from time to

time, Africa in general is moving towards democratization and stability. Consequently,

encouraging economic results are being recorded in recent years and the future promises

an: average.annual growth rate of 5.2% for the'next five years according to World

Economic Outlook, May 1998 by IMF.



■ The initiative recently taken by the American government to make Africa its trade and

investment partner is also expected to enhance the endeavor underway to promote

economic growth in the various African countries. As an extension of this initiative a

visit that was made by the U.S. Secretary of Department of Transport in July 1998 was

an expression of the U.S. government's intention to assist Africa in ensuring the

provision of safe and reliable air transport services.

■ The move towards privatization of flag carriers could facilitate the realization of the

much needed capital and know-how. Furthermore, privatization of the national airlines

would curtail the interference of government bureaucracy in the day to day activities of

the airlines.

■ It should, however, be emphasized that a strong African participation should be ensured

in the privatization of African carriers in order to sustain the level and quality of the
services.

■ The fact that the Yamoussoukro Declaration is still appealing to most states although the

implementation process is very slow sustains the hope that the effort under way will
eventually bear fruit.

b) Development of Air Transport in Africa

■ Civil Aviation is a relatively new industry. African Civil Aviation is even more new

considering that most national carriers came into existence after the decolonization
process of the 50's and 60' s.

■ The newly independent countries established national flag carriers of various sizes and

character mainly as a sign of their independence. The rationale for the establishment of

these carriers was more of a national prestige rather than economic reasons.

■ Most African carriers were able to maintain their services mainly through heavy

subsidies made available by the national governments. This arrangement, however, has

restrained African carriers from preparing themselves to face the increased competition

posed by the efficient and commercially oriented foreign carriers.

■ The heavy investment required to maintain the existence of flag carriers has eventually

become unbearable and as a result governments are now withdrawing subsidies.
Consequently some carriers have started to decline or are struggling to stay afloat.

• Due to limitation in the allocation of capital, the aviation scene in Africa suffers from

inadequate infrastructure in. the areas, of airport facilitation and air traffic control.

Furthermore, the high finance required for the acquisition of modern aircraft has become

beyond the reach of most African carriers. This shortcoming has forced many African

carriers to abandon longhaul intercontinental routes in favour of non African carriers.

■ The hefty capital required to ensure the provision of air services that are commensurate

with the international aviation standard and the intensification of competition from well

placed carriers make the need to strengthen the cooperation among African carriers more
apparent than ever before.



c) Constraints to the Implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration as per Measures
Adopted in Mauritius

■ When the Task force organized by ECA and AFCAC met in Tunis in July 1994 to

review the progress in the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration, it did

observe that the Declaration was not implementable due to its over ambitious nature and

lack of commitments from the concerned parties.

■ Hence, the proposal of the Task force mainly focussed on how to activate the

implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration under a manageable and transparent
policy framework.

■ In order to facilitate the implementation of the principles of the Yamoussoukro

Declaration, it was recommended by the Task Force and adopted by the Ministers

gathered in Mauritius on 7/8 September 1994 to set up coordinating machinery at
regional and sub-regional levels.

■ However, the records of the last four years show very little achievement in implementing

the agreements reached in Mauritius through the envisaged structures or bilaterally
between concerned states.

■ The lack of commitment from the parties concerned also remained as a major

impediment although the Mauritius version appeared to haye been more practical and

realizable when compared to the first version of the Yamoussoukro Declaration.

■ The adoption of the Yamoussoukro Declaration is still perceived an optional and

consequently, sates/airlines are inclined to accept the elements of the policy only when it

appears to be convenient. This lack of commitment, unfortunately remained as a major

stumbling block during the post Mauritius era as well.

• The Mauritius meeting also noted that the liberalization and deregulation of air transport

industry was an unavoidable devilment and the world carriers should be prepared to

cope up with a new environment.

To this end, it was recommended to liberalize air transport within Africa with a view to

prepare African carriers to meet the challenges of the fast changing global industry

■ environment. Unfortunately, no significant achievement has been made in this regard,
while

on the other hand the features of liberalization/deregulation have started to govern

Africa's relation with the rest of the world.

d) Regulatory Framework to be set up for the African Region and Between Africa and
the World

■ It is now a decade since the idea of the Yamoussoukro Declaration was originated. Over

the years,, various meetings were also held with a view to activating the implementation

of tHe!Declaration. The'track record of the last years, however, lacks the critical
milestones that were envisaged to be realized at subsequent phases.
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■ Experiences of the last few years show that the establishment of new structures to

monitor and facilitate the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration was un

attainable for various reasons. Hence, it appears most practical to use existing

continental aviation structures such as AFRAA and AFCAC as implementing agencies.

An additional unit could be attached to these institutions through the provisioning of
adequate fund that would be raised by the member airlines.

■ A step in this direction is the resolution recently passed by the 30th AFRAA AGA in

June 1998 to establish AFRAA Tariff Coordination Forum (ATCOF) whose function

will be to develop air tariffs to/from and within Africa. This action was taken as a fall

back plan in the face of the weakening of IATA's position as a fare establishing
machinery.

■ The incorporation of the features of the Yamoussoukro Declaration into the bilateral air

services agreements that exist between states would ensure the implementation of the
principles of the Declaration as states will be legally bound.

■ Subsequently, upgrading of the Yamoussoukro Declaration from a formal statement to a

"Treaty" would be recommendable in order to render this common African document
enforceable.

■ African aviation relation with the rest of the world should be treated in a manner that is

gradual, orderly, progressive and safeguarded.

■ To this end, African carriers could use a common forum such as AFRAA to formulate a

joint position on some of the leading components of Liberalization, Deregulation and

Open skies Policies. We have already witnessed a step in this direction in connection

with code-sharing which is currently being evaluated by a study team formed by
AFRAA.

e) Amendment Necessary to the Yamoussoukro Declaration

■ The objective of the Yamoussoukro Declaration is to promote individually and
collectively a climate of cooperation among African states in the field of aviation with a

view to developing safe and reliable international air transport in Africa.

■ Although the objectives identified in 1998 in Yamoussoukro is still indisputable and

enjoys the support of all concerned parties, the avenues identified at the Mauritius
meeting in

September 1994 have fallen short of the target in almost all areas of envisaged activities
Hence, the issue is a matter of asking what we should do collectively to reactivate and
speed up the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration.

■ Little is known about the achievement made if any over the last four years by the
implementing agencies such as ECA, OAU, AFCAC, AFRAA and the sub regional

economic organizations. This lack of interaction has made all concerned parties to give

less importance to the intent of the Declaration. Those who ventured to use the
Yamoussoukro Declaration as a tool in air service agreement consultation and
negotiation have in most cases been disappointed upon learning of its impotency.



Hence farther steering of the programme that was adopted by the Mauritius meeting is

required in order to facilitate the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration as
outlined here below:

> The coordination mechanism should be more streamlined so as to avoid unbalanced

involvement of the various institutions which for one reason or another do not attach
equal importance to the Declaration.

> The most pertinent aviation institution should be mandated and empowered to carry
out the implementation process.

> This institution should be fully furnished with the necessary facilities and manpower

so that it would be in a position to interact and follow up matters with all concerned
parties.

> Effort should be made to upgrade the Declaration from a formal statement to a
"Treaty".

> The incorporation of the principles of the Yamoussoukro Declaration into the
national air transport policies should be given the utmost priority.

> State should ensure the safeguarding of the Yamoussoukro Declaration in an
environment that could fast be dominated by privately owned carriers whose owners
could be non-Africans.

> An evaluation meeting should be conducted after each target date set for the
accomplishment of the various activities.


